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CSU employees
want wages equal
to UC employees

Research facility
fund-raiser found
Lawrence Anton
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A union of engineers, electri
cians and carpenters picketed the
Administration Building Tues
day to campaign for higher pay.
Joe Hamby, president of the
State Employees Trade Council
of Cal Poly, said that workers
who do the same job on Univer
sity of California campuses
rec^ve higher salaries.
"It is an informational march
designed to draw attention to
that inequality," said Hamby, as
he carried a sign with a group of
ab o u t 20 fellow w orkers.
"Workers at UC make from $3 to
$8 more per hour than workers in
the CSU."
About 80 workers at Cal Poly
belong to the local union, which
also includes re frig e ra tio n
mechanics, plumbers and paint
ers. The lunchtime demonstra
tion was held one day before
SETC negotiators were sched
uled to meet with CSU trustees
in Long Beach to ask for salary
increases in next year’s contract.
K eith H aw kes, a union
member, said Thursday that the
Cal Poly SETC had not yet
re c e iv e d w o rd fro m
th e
negotiators about the meeting.
"Negotiations like these have a
tendency to drag out," said
Hawkes.
Hamby, a Cal Poly building
service engineer, was not too
positive Tuesday about the suc
cess of the negotiations.
"Based on their attitude thus
far. I’m not very optimistic," he
said. "I am very disappointed in
the governor and his attitude.
The more trustees that we can
get in our favor, the better
chance we have for some action."
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Union members picket on campus

By Donna Taylor
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A picketing operating engineer
said that people with his same
job in San Francisco make 33
percent more than he does at Cal
Poly.
" It’s just not fair," said Don
Nicholson. "I work with all the
boilers, which control steam and
heating. The dorms and all build
ings would be awfully cold if it

Friday is Zeuschner Day
Class to spread word about communication
By Kristie Kuechler
staff Writer

Friday is the day to praaice communicating with others.
It’s a day to say hello to those you normally just pass by, a
day for conununication.
David Congalton assigned his Speech 201 students the task
of spreading the word about communication to the Cal Poly
campus. The assignment is to make the campus more aware of
communication through any medium they choose to use.
Billboards, posters and fliers will be distributed throughout
campus, some of the students are making a video, and others
are setting up a booth in the University Union to get the
message across to the student body.
"We are lost without communication," said Congalton. "1
want the students to make the campus more aware of com
munication."
Congalton is honoring Raymond "Bud" Zeuschner, author
of "Building Clear Communication," with Communication
Day. Zeuschner's book, which is used by Congalton’s class, is
baMd on the principles of being better communicators which
is the goal of Communication Day.
"We are using his textbook in the classroom and chose him
to give the day meaning," said Congalton.
" I feel like I should cooperate because it’s in my honor,"
said 21euschner, "but it’s a bit embarrassing."
Zeuschner feels that the focus on him may tend to take the
focus off of communication which is what the day is all about.
He says it can become person centered.
On Friday a video will be aired across campus on channel 7
Sec SPEECH, page 4

weren’t for us."
Dan Sheridan agreed.
" It’s all black and white to
me," said the building services
engineer. "My job earns 20 per
cent more in LA than I do here.
We’re a small union (about 800 to
1,(XX) members in the CSU),
which makes it harder to get
things done."

The Academic Senate Tuesday
endorsed a plan to contract with
a private consultant to solicit
grants and equipment donations
for Cal Poly’s applied research
and development facility.
The facility, located in what
was the aeronautical and civil
engineering building, provides
13,(XX) square feet of work space
in which to conduct research
projects.
llie plan was proposed by
Robert Lucus, associate vice
president of graduate studies,
research and faculty develop
ment. It recommends that Cal
Poly alumnus Wes Witten, who
has indicated interest in a con
sultant position, be contracted
with to locate companies willing
to fund research projects that are
of interest to faculty and perti
nent to the goals of the universi
ty.
Lucus said Witten has the ex
perience and industry contacts
nesessary to procure research
grants and equipment gifts to
help with remodeling and opera
tion of the research facility, for
which funding was never ap
proved when the facility was
established more than two years
ago.
Witten’s contract would be for
one year, subject to review by
the facility board prior to
renewal.
A resolution endorsing the
plan, drafted by the Academic
Senate research committee, was
submitted to the senate for con
sideration two weeks ago. At
that time, it was recommended
that the endorsement be only for
the first year, after which the
senate would also review the
program. The resolution incor
porated the recommendation and
was discussed again at this
week’s meeting.
Tw o
a m e n d m e n ts
w ere

adopted prior to the resolution’s
passage.
Lee Burgunder, associate pro
fessor of business administra
tion, said because the original
plan specifically named Witten
as the consultant to be con
tracted with, the resolution
should also. The senate agreed
unanimously, and the resolution
was so amended.
The addition of a clause
recommending that a report
regarding the program be made
to the Academic Senate at the
end of one year was proposed by
accounting professor Charles
Andrews. This also received
unanimous support from the
senate.
The senate passed the resolu
tion over one dissenting vote.
The terse prose of Paul Mur
phy, chairman of the personnel
policies committee, could reduce
the
Campus
Administrative
Manual by 497 words. That is if
the senate passes a resolution
proposed by the the personnel
committee that would replace a
lengthly section of the CAM
concerning em ploym ent of
relatives with a two-sentence
admonishment of conflict of in
terest.
Assitant chemistry professor
John Goers said that situations
could arise requiring a more
specific defînition of conflict of
interest. He asked if it weren’t
advisable to be more specific.
Murphy replied, speaking of
faculty in general, " If you are a
professional at this university
and you can’t recognize a conflict
of interest, I can’t write enough
for you."
In jocular admiration, Keith
Dills asked Murphy if he would
be willing to rewrite all of the
CAM.
The senate will decide in two
weeks whether to make the pro
posed CAM revision.

American car makers gearing up
to battle foriegners dominance
TOKYO (AP) — American automakers are gear
ing up for a run on Japan’s lucrative markets, hop
ing to recapture some of the initiative grabbed by
Europeans in the past few years.
General Motors announced today it plans to im
port two models made in the United States, to be
marketed in a joint venture here with Suzuki
Motor Co.
H.V. Leonard, executive vice president of
General Motors Overseas Corp., said the relatively
new Chevrolet models Corsica and Beretta will be
marketed in Japan next year.
"These are not cars made in the United States
by Japanese companies," he said. “ The ones we’re
talking about are entirely American-made."
Several weeks ago. Ford Motor Co. announced it
plans to begin exporting the Taurus to Japan.
Takayuki Imajo, a spokesman for the Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association, welcomed
the announcements, saying, “ This will give us a
chance to prove what we’ve been saying all along
— that our markets are open, and we welcome the
competition."
Imports account for only about 2 percent of
Japan’s auto market. According to the Japan
Automobile Importers Association, the U.S. share
of imports has plummeted during the past six
years from 28 percent to 3.4 percent.
Meanwhile, German automakers accounted for
about 80 percent of the 68,(X)0 imports sold in

Japan last year.
Leonard said GM sees Japan as a growing
market.
The company already sells annually about 3,000
cars, including the Cadillac and Buick, through its
Yanase distributors. He said the initial shipments
to Japan of the new models will be several hundred
at first.
Kenji Kowai of Ford Motor Co. said the an
nouncement that it will begin selling Taurus in
Japan represents a further commitment to develop
the Japanese market, in hopes of recapturing some
of the ground taken by the Europeans.
"Around 1979, the second oil shock and strong
dollar drove U.S. imports in Japan to pratically
nothing,” he said. “ At that time, we were trying to
sell cars of a past generation — big cars with big
engines. We had to redo our product from the
ground up."
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Poly third
Survey said!
in world-famous category
s reported to U.S. Nude and World Retort,
Cal Poly’s hot spit right now. Put that in
your bunson burner.
According to this smug little East Coast excuse
of a newsweekly, we are the third best university in
the Midwestern and Western Comprehensive In
stitutions category. In
short, we’re on top of it
scientifically. U.S. Nude
exemplifies this by poin
ting to our “ worldfamous” Rose Parade
float, while the first-place
school somewhere in
Pennsylvania has a nu
clear reactor to toy
aro u n d w ith. T h a t’s
science.
We’re also deemed a
“ Best Buy” for the same
category. Granted, the
number U.S. Nude gave
was the bogus out-ofstate tuition (California students don’t pay this,
and since hardly anyone is a carpetbagger, no one
pays this anyway). But it still sent my mind areelin’. We are the bargain basement for a college
education, marked down 50 percent and priced to
move. Just call us Warren’s House-O-Higher
Learning, Top of the Hill, Daly City. Instant credit
and *se habla español.’
We’ve been ranked highly for a few years now,
much to the pleasure of our public relations
department (message to the P.R. folks: knock off
the tour groups! If I see one more tour group from
Weed, Calif., I’m arming myself with wrist
rockets). The CSU likes this too, seeing they can
get quality from one campus out of 19 for one-fifth
the cost of the UC’s.
So, whadaya get for the $285 shelled out every
quarter? A campus that gives lofty titles to its
edifices like “ The Food Processing Building,” ser
vice roads for walkways, styles of architecture that
blend like Spam and hot wax, no culture, no liquor.
Division II sports, departments crying for cash, an
alumni that’s too middle class to give big dona
tions, units and G.E.’s up the ying-yang, and a
pretentious name that sounds like a continuation
school. Right.
But we are doin’ somethin’ right. So, drooling for
the facts, I went to the experts. Dr. Morton J.
Hudwunkle, dean emeritus of the School of Liberal

A

Parking and Professional Pansies, granted the
Daily the following interview. Full transcripts are
available upon request — cash only please.
Mustang Daily: So why did the good magazine
think we’re hot? The learn-by-doing philosophy?
Great teachers? A beautiful town?
Dr. Hudwunkle: Hold on
a second, son. Gotta
clean my ear horn out.
OK, there we go. Now,
what was that? In this
Stewart
ear, please.
McKenzie MD:
I was asking you
why Poly was ranked so
well.
Dr. H: Easy. Half-price
for turnovers after 2 in
the Sandwich Plant.
MD: Pardon?
Dr. H: And easy freeway
access.
MD: Um, sir, did I miss
something? What about
the faculty?
Dr. H: Whadda ’bout them? Those ivory tower
leeches! Always wanting more money. If they want
more cashola, they can have a bake sale.
MD: Are you hearing me oka ...

Wb are the bargain basement
for a college education, marked
down 50 percent and priced to
move. Just call us Warren’s
House-O-Higher Learning.
Dr. H: And here’s something else. Touch-tone
phones! Wow, what will Ma Bell think of next!
Never seen anythin’ like them — still brandspankin’ new. All you do is punch the but ...
MD: SIR, TOUCH-TONE PHONES HAVE
BEEN AROUND FOR 20 YEARS NOW.
Dr. H: What was that? Kids today! Always takin’
new stuff for granted. I remember when I used to
have to walk 24 miles in the driving ...
MD: Excuse me. I’ve got to go floss my brain.
Nicemeetingyougoodbyethankyou.
Dr. H: Wait! What was your name again? Steve?
Spew? Spuds? What?

Letter to the editor

Save the flowers
Editor:
Today (Nov. 4) I just received my winter
quarter class schedule. Interestingly, the
front cover of this important academic
document appears to be adorned with
“ Save the Whales” propoganda. During
the same day, I gland^d at your page 2,
specifically at the article written by a
future flower store laborer and anitWestern propoganda dispenser.
A few weeks ago, there was a candle
light assembly at the University Union
Plaza — composed of our friendly future
flower store laborer and his compatriots of
similar identities.
I must commend the ones that have
devised these various attempts to send
forth an ideology with reverberating
penetrations, via our First Amendment
rights, into the young minds of this
school.
One thing that would be very pleasant
to witness, however, is that when an opi
nion which happens to differ from their
own arises from the silent group whose
size is much greater in quantity, they
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would cease from the reckless behavior
that they’ve consistently displayed in the
past during such occasions as: the attempt
to quarantine sexually active AIDS car
riers, and the attempt to fill a Supreme
Court vacancy with an intelligent man.
After all, just as the depletion of whales
will rob us of the joy of watching them
swim off our coast, so will the depletion of
the human race, via AIDS, rob us of the
the joy of watching pro football on televi
sion — or even worse, watching a conservatiave Supreme Court in action for a
change.
— Dan Fredrickson

Honest activism
Editor:
In regards to Lawrence Anton’s article
(Nov. 5), I’d like to express my concern
over John Culver’s comment, ” ... Our kids
come out and they know their stuff.
They’ve been going to the library, going to
their classes, and they haven’t been taking
off their clothes and dancing in the foun
tain.”
Although I don’t dispute Culver’s belief
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In short, political and social activism is
about constructive participation, not
public exhibitionism 1 Unfortunately, too
many Cal Poly students believe political
demonstration is either infitting or unnec
essary for the up-and-coming, careerminded student.
— Lynn A. Weatherwax

by Berke Breathed
THE

moNeofTne

that most Cal Poly students are serious
about their educations, I think his remark
thoroughly misrepresents what political
activism is all about. He seems to be
stereotyping the politically active student
as a misguided degenerate youth. What
does dancing naked in a fountain have to
do with demonstrating political and social
concerns, anyway? Certainly it is possible
to be both a serious student as well as a
conscientious citizen. After all, political
and social activism is about a lot more
than causing a public commotion.
Ultimately, it is about being concerned
with more than just immediate interests.
It’s learning about world affairs, writing
letters to political officials and newspaper
editors. It’s participating in lectures,
discussions and rallies, and helping wor
thwhile causes.
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Editor:
Despite complaints about campus park
ing, I believe there is plenty of it.
Marty Neideffer’s Oct. 30 article includ
ed some outrageous statistics on the
availability of parking: at the peak hours
of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. there were respectivdy 750 and 860 spots available. The
new lot Neideffer wrote of has 632 spaces,
which means that even without the new
lot there would still be an average of 173
available spaces during peak hours. As the
article stated, most available spots are in
the H-14 and H-16 lots, which are a “ good
walk from the majority of campus facili
ties.” The irony of this statement cannot
be overlooked ’as the new lot is no more
than 200 yards from lots H-14 and H-16.
We should ask ourselves some ques
tions. Was the new lot really necessary?
Why are there so many spaces available
during peak hours? Why do we continue to
complain of the lack of parking? And most
importantly, why are we covering our
precious agricultural land with asphalt?
— Trish Caldwell
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Poly treasures first playoff appearance
team cares if it’s Dan Tobias or Dan Campbell
who scores, as long as someone does.’’
Gartner said Van Der Graaf, Paul Hansen and
Jeff Meyer would be welcome on any Division 1
team. He attributes the team ’s success,
however, to depth.
“ Everyone has shared in this,’’ he said. “ We
haven’t had that in the past.’’
Said Curt Apsey, assistant coach and former
Cal Poly standout: “ That’s what it takes. I
remember when six guys would carry the team.’’
Recognition for the team also has increased
the past few years.
“ When I was a freshman eight years ago,
people didn’t even know there was a soccer team

By Julie Williams
staff Writer

Since head coach Wolfgang Gartner began his
career at Cal Poly eight years ago, he has been
trying to build a national soccer power.
Because of its depth and strength, Gartner is
not surprised this year's team is the one to
break new ground, becoming the first squad to
ever earn a spot in the NCAA playoffs.
The Mustangs (11-4-2) received an at-large
berth after finishing second in the California
Collegiate Athletic Association. Cal Poly will
face two-time defending national champion
Seattle Pacific in the first round.
Although the Mustangs did not make the
playoffs last year, Gartner is proud of their per
formance and feels a tough schedule and some
unlucky breaks kept them from doing better.
“ We played some great games against tough
Division I schools last year, but that seemed to
go unnoticed,’’ he said. “ This year we got
rewarded for the great games.’’
Last season seemed to set the stage for this
year’s success. Stopper Paul Wraith is the only
starter who did not return. He experienced
severe complications after an injury, preventing
him from ever playing the game again.
“ Paul has made his contribution to this
team,’’ Gartner said, “ and even though he can’t
contribute this year, he is still a part of us.’’
The loss of the all-league defender hurt the
Mustangs, but the gap has been filled by Fabian
Van Der Graaf, a strong link in the tough
defensive chain.
This kind of unity seems to be the thread
holding the team together. Soccer is a true team
sport, Gartner said, and the best athletes play
as part of the team and not as individuals.
“ You can’t have guys worrying about their
own batting averages,’* he said. “ No one on this

SOCCER
on campus,’’ Apsey said. “ Now people come up
to us and say ‘Good luck tonight.’ It’s a great
feeling. I wouldn’t trade it for anything.’’
Said Gartner: “ Among all the men’s teams,
we are the most unheralded, although qualitywise, we are top notch.’’
For seniors Tobias, Meyer, Jeff Reisdorf, Pat
Dwyer, Marcus von Kapff and Eric Nelson, the
success is especially sweet.
“ I was hoping we’d get the berth, but I had
my doubts just because we’ve received such lit
tle recognition in the past,’’ Meyer said. “ When
I heard we made it, I got chills.’’
Nelson added: “ It’s sad to think we’ll never
have these times again. As seniors we have four
more games at the most. Just the opportunity
to go is a blessing in every sense of the word.’’
Gartner knows Seattle Pacific is an ominous
opponent. Still, he is confident in the Mustangs’
ability to upset the Falcons.
“ We’ve never had a year with more seniors
starting,*’ he said. “ It’s a perfect ending,
however it ends.’’
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Mustangs attempt to
regain winning ways
“ We had all kinds of oppor
tunities, but couldn’t cash them
in. And Portland was just too
much for us to handle. But
Southern Utah is a team we ex-

By Joe Packard
S p e cia l to th e D ally

After a much-needed weekend
off, the Cal Poly football team
resumes play Saturday, taking
on Southern Utah State in Cedar
City.
Kickoff is I p.m. MST.
The Mustangs have dropped
their last two games after open
ing the season with six straight
wins. They have fallen out of
contention for the Western
Football Conference title and an
NCAA playoff berth. But wins in
their final two games would give
them a successful 8-2 campaign.
Conversely, two losses would
make for a mediocre season.
Southern Utah appears to be
just the team the Mustangs need
to get back on track. The
Thunderbirds (4-5 overall, 1-4
WFC) have a porous defense that
has allowed an average of 379
yards per game.
The Mustangs must get the of
fense moving again. In its first
six games. Cal Poly averaged 37
points per game, but has manag
ed just two touchdowns and’ two
field goals in the last two games
combined.
Quarterback Tom Sullivan is
optimistic the Mustangs can
regain their rhythm.
“ Against Sacramento State we
just had a letdown,” he said.

FOOTBALL
pect to beat.”
If the offense can’t get it
together, the Mustangs can feel
good the defense is back to full
strength. The time off has given
Richard Schoenberger, Steve
Habermehl, John Fassett and
Edward Gerard time to heal.
Also close to 100 percent after
a midseason shoulder injury is
running back Todd Henderson.
He has seen sporadic duty the
last two games.

SCHEDULE
FR ID A Y
* Wrestling vs. Fresno, 7 p.m
Main Gym.
* Volleyball at U.C. Irvine,
7:30 p.m., Irvine.

SATURDAY
* Soccer at Seattle Pacific, 1
p.m., Seattle.
* Football at Southern Utah
State, 1 p.m. MST, Cedar City.
* Volleyball at San Diego State
7:30 p.m., San Diego.
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Hair Removal

FREE
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Giro Helmet
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good for initial visit only
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We use a medically approved blend for the
permanent removal of unwanted hair for
both men and women. If you have this pro
blem, we invite your enquiry.
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Tastiest Pizza Around

541-4420
3

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs]

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
one coupon per pizza
Expires 11/27/87
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What happens when
you’re given the freedom
to be creative?£)

From page 1
at 10 minutes after the hour
every hour from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The video is a mixture of com
mercials, newsbriefs, MTV and a
narrator. The video will express
ideas
about
communication
through the narrator using the
other images as a background.
“ We taped seven hours of
MTV to get enough material for
the short commercial,” said
Richard Holne, a Speech 201
student. “ It’s not going to be
boring, it’s really neat.’’

CALENDAR
friday
•ASI Outings will hold sign
ups for caving and rafting trips
at the Escape Route Friday in
U.U. Room 112.
• “ Stop, Look and Listen’’ will
be the theme of a listening
awareness display in the U.U.
Plaza Friday from 10 a.m. to
noon. Free fortune cookies.
•A dedication to communica
tion, Bud Zeuschner Day, will be
held at 9:30 a.m. Friday outside
the Faculty Office Building.
•The University Union Galerie
will hold an artist’s reception for
Karl Berger from 7 to 9 p.m.

When you work at Printronix, you’ll know.
w hen the only mles ¿ire the Uiws of science.
When le¿lnu\’ork ¿ind individual effort co-exist
in an atijiosphere of nuuual trust. When the
spirit of discox erv prex ails. Then vour initiginaiion, and \ onr career, can soar.

w h o is Printronix?
We desictn. inaiuifactiire and market a comprehonsix e line of printers tor use with micro
computers. mini-computers and mainframe
computer systems. Our unique primer technolog>’ encompasses non-linear magnetics,
high-speed electromechanical dynamics,
graphic architectures, logic design, circuit
design, VLSI design and software design. We're
located in Orange County. California’s fastest
growing high-tech community, offering the
finest educationtil, cultural and recreational
opportunities.

Printronix is also a company with an entre
preneurial spirit and a \ ’ast regard for high
achievers. We are seeking people with
Industrial E ngin eerin g and M echanical
E n gineering d egrees who can help us
achiex e new heights in printer sy stems
technolog}'.
.Vre \'Ou interested in creative freedom and the
rewards that go with it? Then see your Campus
Placement Office to arrange an inteiv’iew. Or
send x'OLir resume to: Manager of Employ
ment, Printronix. 17500 Cartwright R o a i
Dept. C 0 2 6 , Iiv’ine, CA 92714. An equal
opportunity employer.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 24th

F. McLintock's Saloon
I

Friday Special
Fish and Chips

$4.50

GREAT SERVICE

793 FOOTHILL 543-3399

QUAIITY
COPIES
r

kinko's

I

PRIIMTROIMIX
The first line in printers.

OPEN
24 HRS
543-0771
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Wave Bon Voyage
as Cole Porter’s
classic sails to Poly

Photos by K .M . Cannon
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Less Than Zero;
^
Andrew McCarthy
Stan ai Clay
Eaaton, a gny who
doesn’t have much
to say, in an adap
tation of Bret
IEaston Ellis* Less
Than Zero.

By Ophelia Kafka
Special to the Daily

4

half empty or half f u ll!
and fajitas.
Needless
to
say.
I ’m
suspicious. Why does everybody
hate the book and movie so
much? Could it have anything to

confess. 1 went to see the
movie Less Than Zero, I
even spent two hours one

night reading
Easton Ellis
loosely based
barrassment?

the book by Bret
that the movie is
on. Why the em
Well, Less Than

Zero (the book), has been much
maligned by every literary critic
in he nation, the media and by
my friends. The same holds true

do with the fact that MTV and
Less Than Zero have become
synonymous? Could it be the
superHcial, inconsistent style of
the book with a theme that
wavers between a didactic
morality speech (say no to drugs
— yes to expensive private

for the movie, just replace liter
ary critic with movie critic. In
other words. Less Than Zero is
about as hip as crack, pit bulls

liberal arts universities) and a
lesson in Nietzschian nihilism
(I’m an 18-year-old-burn-outwith-nothing-to-Iive-for)? Could it

Invites you to a

FREE SEMINAR & LUNCH

any

N ovem ber 14, 19 8 7 10:00 a.m . - 12 noon

California

EXPIRES DEC. 1, 1987

For Information call collect;

(209) 297-1634
F®(^ A

868 M o n te re y S t r e e t

m

TOOnM

4 ^ 4 4 4 4 ^ 1 4 4 4 1 4 4

4.

acts without ever appearing to
take off her sheer, black silk
stockings. Their wasted friend
Julian (Robert Downey, Jr.) does
a great job looking like hell, and
is the one character in the movie

T -S H IR T

Polytechnic State University
Business Building
RM #101
San Luis Obispo, CA

San L u is O b is p o , CA

j - z

Shop early for
great gift ideas

4

93^01

r c

capable of envoking empathy.
Technically, the lighting is
great — so great in fact, that all
dialogue between the characters
See ZERO, Spotlight page 6

SPECIAL WINTER QUARTER OFFER
SOONAVAILABLE...ACT NOW!

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 T 4 4 4 4 4
4

vomit and leave horrible white
goo in the comer of their mouths.
•4. Free-basing cocaine can be
done on the run with the use of a
handy designer blow torch, small

ter Clay Easton (McCarthy)
wears some great suits. McCar
thy’s love Blair (Gertz) is super
thin and does amazing sexual

$2.00 O F F

“Preparing for the CPA Exam”

Honestly, I’m at a loss with all
the bad press. There were some
really deep, provocative points
made in the movie. Like these,
for example;
• 1. Los Angeles is a bad place.
•2. Rich people are unhappy.
•3. Drugs can make people

enough to fit into anyone’s
pocket or handbag.
Besides such profoundly in
spiring concepts, the movie also
looks real neat. Leading charac

I

I

Becker CPA Review

be awkardly stated lines in the
movie by Andrew McCarthy and
the whiny slutishness of Jami
Oertz?

Special 6-month lease
Limited 3 and 4 Bedroom apartments
Private Bedroom at close to "shared-room" prices
Spacious, clean with contemporary furnishings
Beautifully landscaped, creekside pool

4

WE OFFER THE BEST..... FOR LESS!
SEE OUR MODEL TODAY
an exclusive S tu d e n t R esidence

BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOKS
AND CALENDARS
on display now

2 00 N. S a n t a R o s a , S L O
IDE

S T IJ C IC

free gift wrapping
4
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RESPECT?
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patagonia

GET IT-AT
STUDIO VIDEO

Shelled Synchilla’
Jacket
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1356 M o ^ n a Rd^
1

Son Luis Obispo. CA

54J.3999

MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS

I3E

4

HConalil l iBookstoie
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544-7007

San Luis Obispo
667 MARSH ST.
Corner of Marsh & Broad
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Pienty of FREE PARKING!
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Son Luis Obispo. CA
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543<J707
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RENT A VCR &
RENTAL ONLY I

999 I

A MOVIE

I
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I
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I
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Cosby vs. Cosby

Bonet possessed; Bill needs rest
Stories by Colin Campbell, Special to the Daily

N o condoms o r drugs at Cosby *s college

ook, we're all students, right? Our most precious resource is
time. If only we had the time to do this, or to get that done, or
finish up a term paper, or whatever. It seems that there aren’t
enough hours in the week.
So I’ve got a little tip for you. Here’s a sure-fire way to save
yourself 30 minutes a week. Thirty minutes! Think of what you can
dot Finish your architecture project! Take a correspondence course
in French! Win the Nobel Prize! And here’s how:
Don’t watch The Cosby Show.
That’s right. Do not automatically tune in Thursdays at 8 p.m. to
NBC. Don’t hurry back from Farmer’s Market. You might wish to
catch up on some sleep during this time. It’ll take some getting used
to, but eventually you may enjoy it.
This is the way I look at it; a half hour saved is a half hour earned.
Why should you have to watch the same show twice? “ Huh?” you
say. “ The same show twice? Has he got beans in his head?”
While that issue is currently
under review in our remarkable
judicial system, one thing is for
certain. A Different World is
nothing of the sort. (See sidebar
review.)
Yes, friends, Lisa Bonet is the
star of this so-called spinoff,
which could easily be titled Bill
Cosby Gets a Sex Change, Makes
Himself Younger, and Goes to
College. Of course, they could
never fit that much on the
screen.
But seriously, what is different
about Different! Not much. Its
the same middle-class, low-risk,
mawkish humor that has carried
a limping Cosby through much of
the past season. There is a reason
that last night’s Cosby Show was
a one-hour “ Best o f ’ show. The
current show just ain’t as funny
as it used to be.
Oh, you might try to deny it.
But those lucky enough to have
the early Cosby Shows on video
tape can go back and see for
yourself. The first season was
excellent. So was part of the se
cond. But since then, it has
OPEN LATE
dragged. Bill Cosby ran out of
stand-up material about families,
and the show adopted a more
Sandwiches a Salads
conventional sit-com approach.
See COSBY, Spotlight page 6

number one), so they must be dohe Cosby Show has expand- ing something right. And I guess
ed to one hour. It’s just that it’s kind of the hip thing for
they call the second half A critics to harp on the top pro
grams, but this shouldn’t be
Different World.
considered a rap on Bonet or the
Lisa Bonet is the perky college
freshman about to find out what show. It delivers what it pro
life is like in the fast-paced ever mises; more of the same old
changing realm of a big-time C o s b y 5 / i o w - s t y l e h u m o r
America has grown to love.
The show’s star is Bonet, of
university. And, surprise of
suprises, it just isn’t that dif course. A Different World tries to
focus on how she deals with her
ferent than home.
This show checks in at number
2 in the Nielsen’s just about
every week (Cosby, of course, is

i

supposedly wacky roommates
and her theoretically loopy col
lege surroundings. Here’s news:
The roommates aren’t wacky and
the college isn’t loopy.
But, as I sit here and read this
back, even I get the wrong im
pression. See folks, I like this
show. It’s good clean fun (If I
want otherwise. I’ll watch (and I
do) Crime Story). There’s nothing
Sec WORLD, Spotlight page 7

¡ kinko's
I HOUR PHOTO

9 Santa Rosa
(c o rn e r o f F o o th ill
& S a n ta R osa)

549-8979

z

PAMELA M. DASSENKO, D.D.S.

CHOOSE YOUR COUPON
This co u p o n entitles you to either

• 2 prints lor the price of 1 on 1 & 4 hour processing
• Free 5x7 with purchase of regular color processing

an n o u n c es
th e opening o f h er
G eneral D en tistry p ractice
a t 1250 Peach Street,

*♦

S u ite K & L

DELICIOUS

S an Luis Obispo, Ca.

HAMBURGERS
TO GO

93401

GOOD CHILI BEANS

h o u rs by a p p o in tm e n t
phone 805 • 549-8483

S c r u b b y & L l o y d 's
I L O Y D P E T T ER G ER -P R O P R IE TOR

evening a p p o in tm e n ts
a v a ila b le
OPEN MON W£0 9 A M TO 4 P M
THURSDAy ( TRIDAr 9 AM TO 8 P M
SATURDAY 9 AM TO S P M

1136 CARMd • SAN lUIS OBISPO
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1^93 FOOTHILL 543-3399i
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You are Invited
to Preview the
Christmas Collection
for 1987...

just in...

THE CURRENT STANDINGS:
1 S t ........ Santa Lucia

2nd............Yosemite
3rd......Sierra Madre
4 t h .............. Sequoia
5 th ................Tenaya
6 th ..................Trinity
7 t h ..............Fremont
8 th ........ North Mtn.
9 th ......................Muir
*Pizza feeds dQ count.*
Fast, Free Delivery
Foothill A r e a
^ South SLO

544-3636
549-9999

‘Home for the Holidays'
Open House
Saturday, November 14
10:30 am 'til 2:30 pm

El Corral Bookstore
Cal Poly State University
Please join us for refreshments and a look around at this
years Christmas gift selection. Bring the kids for
storytelling and a visit with Santa!
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Healing the Wounds
‘Those who w ill not leant fro m history are condemned to repeat it. ’

— George Santayana

here won't be any moraliz▼
inf.
^0
In fact, the all-Vietnam
veteran art exhibit that opened
Wednesday (Veterans Day) in the
SLO Art (Center, “ Healing the
Wounds: Vietnam Veterans and
the Arts 1963-1987,“ may seem
little more than a stark white
room with a couple of floor
sculptures in the center. There is
little to capture the attention
right off the bat.
About 30 California Vietnam
veteran artists (painters,
drawers, sculptors and poets)
contributed works for the show,
which will be at the Art Center
until Nov. 25.
The message is simple. Few of
the works project the aesthetics
of a Van Gough, but the sinceri
ty, honesty and simplicity — the
soul — emanates the silent power
of a jumbled, confused and fear
ful past, seen through the eyes of
19-year-olds.
Each
work,
perhaps, is representative of the
Vietnam war itself, yet each is
needed to create the whole —
which stills remains open-ended.
To those of a younger genera
tion, experience the war is little
more than a history book, a tele
vision debate and, it is hoped, a
lesson learned. Veterans Day,
now typically a breather in the
middle of a work-laden week,
seems to have lost its meaning as

a day of remembrance, sober
reflection, lament and love.
The following is a commentary
by Cal Poly history instructor
Lloyd Beecher on the exhibit:
“ Commentator Eric Sevareid
once observed that in contem
porary America, language is used
to obscure, not clarify, the events
of our times. So it seems. ‘The
War* serves as a common
referent for that firestorm that
swept over millions of hapless
souls, American and Vietnamese
alike, on the southeastern rim of
the Eurasian landmass. The
Whimsical phrase ‘The 60s’ has
become common shorthand for a
socially explosive mixture com
posed of increasingly violent an
ti-establishment movements, a
government characterized by anti-dçmocratic,
extra-legal
behavior and the explicable
political detachment of very
large numbers of American citi
zens.
“ In short, the terms ‘The War’
and ‘The 60s* are so com
monplace, so nondescript, that
they obscure to the point of
rendering suspect the memories
and images that those who expe
rienced America’s longest war,
whether at home or abroad, carry
within their souls. And yet,
w hether acknowledged and
legitimized by popular parlance
or not, those who bear the wound

within — the memories, the im
ages — know its reality. It is
central. And along with W.B.
Yeats, they know that when ‘the
centre cannot hold ... things fall
apart.* T he. wound, ‘the centre,*
must be healed.
“ ‘Healing the Wounds* is an
effort to further the mending
process. The strivings of Viet
nam Era veterans exhibited here
both express the sentiments of
the individual artists and de
mand the emotional engagement
of those who appreciate them.
The specific messages the works
convey are as varied as the sen
sibilities they encapsulate and
the responses they elicit.
However, taken together, they
affirm that through art one can
see clearly that which language
can obscure. This clarity, and the
social honesty it makes possible,
are crucial to the collective heal
ing of the wounds.”
A reception and poetry reading
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 13, at the SLO Art Center.
The exhibit is co-sponsored by
the San Luis Obispo County Arts
Council, Vietnam Veterans of
America — Santa Barbara
Chapter 218, the statewide Vet
Center Outreach Program, and
the Vietnam Veterans Aid
Foundation.
By Floyd Jones
Editor

‘Reaching Out POW/MIA" — aculptum by Donnie Lee
Shearer, Newbury Park, CA

Located at
717 Higuera
5 4 4 -7 7 7 5

STUDENT SIESTA SPECIAL
Show student I.D. weekdays between 2-5:00 and get io®/«
OFF any purchase. (Not good with another offer)

You are Invited
to Preview the
Christmas Collection
for 1987...

Just a few lettili
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—

‘Home for the Holidays’
Open House
Saturday, November 14
10:30 am 'til 2:30 pm

El Corral Bookstore
Cal Poly State University

NOW LEASING
Two bedroom, two
bath condos

Large modern kitchens
with dishwashers

Within walking
distance to campus

Completely furnished
On-site laundry

Swimming Pool
Recreation Room

75 STENNER ST.
SAN LUIS O BISPO

546-8555
Please join us for refreshments and a look around at this
years Christmas gift selection. Bring the kids for
storytelling and a visit with Santa!

—

O FFIC E HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10 am- 5 pm
Saturday 9 am -11 am

Payment by quarter,
semester, or month
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Anything Goes:

‘A ll ashore that's going ashore!'

true love Hope Harcourt (played by applied art and
design major Kathleen Magee) plans to sail away to
marry Sir Evelyn Oakleigh, a wealthy yet dull
Englishman. Oakleigh is played by freshman political
science major Christopher Acebo.
In order for Billy to get on board, however, he must
have a disguise and thus befriends a crook. Public
Enemy M3, who disguised as a priest calls himself,
“ Brother Moon.” Brother Moon, (played by senior
speech communication major John Lashober) offers Billy
the identity of his boss. Public Enemy M — “ Scarface
Johnson” who misses the cruise. Once the ship’s crew
discover Billy’s fake identity, he is forced to disguise
himself with a series of costumes including a sailor, a
chef, another passenger and the vrife of a famous author.
Billy increases the use of his disguises as an excuse to
visit Hope, who is constantly seranaded by Sir Evelyn.
Michelle Ross, a senior speech communication major,
plays the role of the nightclub singer from Manhattan,
Reno Sweeney, who agrees to help Billy be with his true
love by attempting to seduce Sir Evelyn, who
misunderstands Reno’s affections as a lesson in Ameri

By Kristin Roncarati, S ta ff Writer

A

nsrthing Goes,” the hilarious, muscial comedy
written and directed by Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse, together with the musical score by
Cole Porter, opened last night at the Cal Poly Theatre.
The action takes place aboard a great trans-Atlantic
steamship headed for London. The storyline becomes hi
larious when we learn Billy Crocker, a well-to-do Ameri
can stockbroker (played by speech communication major
Rick Ziegler) stows away on the ship when he learns his

?»
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can romance. Reno leads the cast in a series of Porter’s
tunes which include the title song, “ Anything Goes,”
“ You’re the Top” and “ I Get a Kick Out of You.”
One of the scenes which exemplifies the knee-slapping
humor of the performance occurs when the passengers
discover they are in company with a famous crook.
“ We’ve got a crook on board ... let’s celebrate!” says one
passenger with delighted glee.
Stage sets for the play were simple yet creative, able
to easily convert from the deck of the ship to the rooms
of several different passengers. The entire cast wore
bright colorful clothing which accompanies the overall
light, happy tone of the play.
“ Anything Goes,” was originally written under the ti
tle “ Bon Voyage” and dealt with passengers aboard a
liner who encounter a disaster at sea. The script had to
be changed, however, when a real marine disaster made a
comical screenplay inappropriate.
“ Anything Goes,” opens for its second performance
tonight at 8 in the Cal Poly Theatre, playing tomorrow
evening and also next weekend. Tickets for reserved
seats are $8 for the public and $7 for students.
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Annual Open
House

Build a Dream Machine
atAMD

íBisr

Sun. Nov. 15th

im-sm

Refreshments and
Drawings every hour
Demonstrations from
manufacturers
Make it-take it table

a rt supplies • crafts • le a th e r (Tandy) •
m o d e ls

855 Marsh, Downtown San Luis Obispo • Teiephone 544-5518
OPEN 7 DAYS____________ M O N . THRU SAT. 9:30 - 5:30, THURS. TILL 9: SUN 12 - 4
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We've got the
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When you choose to begin
your career at AMD, you will
find an upbeat spirit that
belies our power as the world’s
largest exclusive producer of
integrated circuits. Our recent
merger with Monolithic Memo
ries has brought us even more
strength and financial muscle.
Your BS, MS or PhD in Elec
trical Engineering, Chemical

\ price. We've got
I the taste. Free
I delivery on our
‘ full menu In SLÒ!
• salads
• subs
• fresh pasta
dishes
• fresh chicken &
veal parmesan!

(

.NER0’§
y pasta

II, 543-1114

^0-

I
I

1017 Montwty. SLO

^

Every new grad wants to be
involved in interesting and chal
lenging projects. The reality is
that at AMD, you really will
have a chance to choose within
a wide range of technologies
right away. Our innovation lies
in the creation of every type of
memory, logic and micropro
cessing integrated circuit that
will make the dream machines
of the future possible.
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Expires December 12,1987.

Advanced
Micro
Devices
One great company.

Engineering, Solid State
Physics, Materials Science, or
Computer Science could be
your entry into one of the
most stimulating and in
novative environments in the
semiconductor industry. Op
portunities are available at our
Sunnyvale, California head
quarters and at our Austin and
San Antonio, 'Texas facilities.

On-Cam pus In terv iew s
N ovem ber 19 & 20
Check with your Placement
office for more information. If
you can’t attend our Interview
and Information Sessions, con
tact us directly. Send your
resume to University
Recruiting, Advanced Micro
Devices, MS-57, 901 Thompson
Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunny
vale, California 94088. Or
call 'TOLL FREE (800)
538-8450, Ext. 2799, or call
directly (408) 749-2799. An
equal opportunity employer.
You m a y f i n d y o u r s e l f
b u i l d in g a D r e a m M a c h in e .
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COSBY
f o r b e s t selectio n !!
APPAREL

SKI PACKAGE
SPORT SKI PACKAGI

S P K IA L P U R C N A S B

1 4 9 9 9

I Rossignol S-600 Ski
«sith
I salomon 447
iRIndlng

MIN'S A WOMIN'S
WARMUPS
■V
MAIN
EVENT
Fiecct
warm
ups In a
large
selection
of styles

From SpotUght page 3
And then, the basic question
boils down to this: Do we want
to watch the part of the Bill
Cosby hour that’s set at home in
New York, or away at college
with Denise? For the most part,
they’re the same.
At least while watching A Dif
ferent Worlds you can make fun
of the out-and-out blandest uni
versity of all time, Hillman Col
lege. The difference between
Hillman and a real college or
university? The difference be
tween seeing Superman fly, then
trying it yourself. I guess in that

respect, A Different World is a
somewhat appropriate title for
the show, b ^ u s e Hillman sure
isn’t in this one.
Maybe I’ve been a bit harsh.
Let’s something straight; I like
both of these shows. 1 just can’t
afford to watch both. I doubt
many of you can afford it either.
So pick one (my choice is
World) and tune in for your
weekly visit to Cosbyland, where
the biggest problems are getting
dates for Theo, making sure
Rudy wears fall dresses in the
fall and making sure Denise has
her checkbook balanced.

ZERO
From SpotUght page 2
is deliberately set up so they have to keep constantly moving into
new lighting situations.
While we’re on the subject of dialogue, how about an acting criti
que. To be fair, how could anyone find much substance in the lines
of beautiful people living superficial lives? After all, who needs pas
sion when they can have squalor. End of acting critique.
Musically the movie rocks, raps and skanks. Unfortunately, the
characters don’t go from club to club because they’ve heard that X
or Pussy Galore is playing like they did in the book. Instead, music
is provided by David Lee Roth and the Bangles, making things

WATERPROOF • BREATHABLE • AFFORDABLE
CORE*TEX<
CORE*TEX
CORE*TEX
CORE*TEX
CORE*TEX
CORE*TEX

SHELL
ANORAK
GLACIER
I by COLUMBIA from SPORTIF
JACKET

POWDER
PANT^^

INSULATED
PANT

RIPUCTIVI
WIND
PANTS
Croat for
rain and
wind.
Reflective
stripes for
safety
at night

9999

119 9 9

124” 99” 129”

16”

WEIGHTLIFTING EQUIPMENT
SPECIAL CROUP PACIFIC
STD. IRON PLATES

PACIFIC 110 LB.*_
BARBELL
SET

much more accessible. There are some great dance cuts, however,
from Sly and Robbie, Public Enemy and Run D.M.C. One scene in
particular is especially brillaint in its use of music. In this scene, the
music of Linton Kwesi Johnson, a dub poet who is one of England’s
most outspoken supporters of the poor and underprivileged, blares
in the background of a posh Palm Springs hotel suite where lots of
ridi, beautiful people are taking expensive designer drugs.
(% yeah, I almost forgot to tell about the plot. Simple, a guy
comet home for Christmas vacation and finds his friends in a bad
way. That’s it.
The good life never looked so bad. What looks even worse, is the
book when compared to the movie. After all, why waste a couple
hours reading about nothing, when the movie only takes 90 minutes
to accomplish the same thing.
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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TAN SESSIO N SPECIAL!

Stuart Clyde &

NEW SET
OF ACRYLICS!

state-of-the-art

Peggy Irvine (formerly of

(1st set of fills free!)

Wolff Systems Beds.

SLO Haircutting)
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NAIL CARE

For an exceptional tan
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COM E SEE Sunny Lopez
for your Exceptional
Nails!

thru the month of
NOVEMBER
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TANNING

NAIL CARE
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1049 Higuera St. SLO
Call For An Appointment
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From Spotlight page 3
wrong with it. It moves enough
to satisfy the requirements for
life. It hits you with the reccommended
2.87
jokes-perminute. And Denise's roommate
Maggie (Marisa Tomei) is even
kind of cute.

see Maggie come home from a
big frat party drunk and vomitting. We'll hardly ever get to see
a real college problem.

I guess the show isn't really a
disappointment. I mean, there
couldn't really be any high hopes
that there would be radical
changes. No, we're not going to

an OK ho-hum. It's entertaining
enough. It's got Dwayne Wayne
(Kadeem Hardison), and he's
funny. And it's the second
most-watched show on television.

see Denise ask her date if he
brought any condoms. No, we're
not going to see Denise's other
roommate Jaleesa (Dawnn Lewis)
hooked on drugs. We won't even

I just wish that it would dare to
go a lot further. Then, it would
deserve its ranking. As for now,
it's still the same old Cosby kinda' thing.

imp

S P E C IA L S A V I N G S
A T O U R FA C TO R Y O UTLET!

Instead, the crisis of the week
will be Whitley (Jasmine Ouy)
and her evil plot to gain control
of the dorm council. Ho-hum. But
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Shop early for
great gift ideas.
‘BeautifuCgift Soof^s
and caUndars
on display now

OPEN HOUSE

free g i f t wrapping!

N ovem b er 14th - 1 5th
9:00am to 5:00pm
O p e n to th e Public

ElGsrral

Bookstore

Professional Training
and Representation for
a successful career.

TALENT NEEDED
FOR HOLIDAY BOOKINGS
Professional Talent and
Production for a successful
show, print ad or commercial.

265 South St., Suite F, San Luis Obispo 544-4500
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Recent paintings by neo-expressionistic
Karl J. Berger will be displayed in the U.U.
Galerie until Dec. 11. A reception honoring
the artist will be held tonight from 7 to 9
p.m. in the Galerie. Berger works with a
radical emphasis on color and his works have
been often described as aggressive.
Paintings and drawings from Dan Connally
will be featured at the Cuesta College Art
Gallery Nov. 12 through Dec. 4.
Healing the Wounds: Vietnam Veterans
and the Arts 1965>1987 will be exhibited at
the SLO Art Center Classroom Gallery,
through Nov. 25. The exhibit features the
paintings, drawings, poetry and sculptures of
Vietnam veterans throughout the state. A
reception and poetry reading will be held
tonight at 7:30 at the SLO Art Center. The
exhibit is co-sponsored by the county Arts
Council, Vietnam Veterans of America (Santa
Barbara Chapter) and the Vietnam Veterans
Aid Foundation.
Contemporary Professional Photography is
the name of the exhibit featuring pieces by
New York photographer Michel Tcherevkoff
at the University Art Gallery in the Dextet
Building. The exhibition will run through
Dec. 6. For more information call 756-1571.
Camera Art from the Central Coast — A
Selection, will feature an ecclectic mix of
styles, focusing on the work of six regional
photographers at ARTernatives. The exhibit
will run through Nov. 22. For more informa
tion call 544-9251.
An exhibit titled From The Heart will run
through Nov. 15 at the San Luis Obipso Art
Center. This exhibit features the works of
developmentally disabled artists from the
local area.

The Michael Ahem Band, featuring former
members of Secret Service and the Croutons,
will play at the Darkroom tonight. Music
starts at 9. Tomorrow night at the Darkroom
is Social CInh.

#
..^

McCaba and Morgan

The Washington Sisters return to San Luis
Obispo with their positive gospel influenced
music this week for three area shows. The
first will be at Linnaea’s Tuesday Nov. 17.
On Wednesday Nov. 18 the duo will be at the
Gallery Co-Op in Atascadero and finally Nov.
19 at Coalesce Bookstore Chapel in Morro
Bay. All shows begin at 7.30 p.m. The
sisters, from Columbus Ohio, will be joined
on piano by Melanie Monsur.
Kathy McCabe on the piano and Duke
Morgan on the bass provide music in the
style of Cole Porter and George Gershwin
every weekend in the Upstairs Lounge of The
Hamlet Restaurant at Moonstone Gardens,
Cambria. Nostalgia and mellow moods guar
anteed. Music starts at 7:30 p.m. and Sun
days from 4 to 8 p.m.
Higher Feelings brings jazz sounds to
Brubecks this weekend. Music starts at 9
p.m. with a $1 cover charge.

A acana from Mama

Bandfest ’87, including performances by
the Cal Poly marching, jazz, symphonic and
dixieland bands, will take place Nov. 17 at 8
p.m. in the Chumash Auditorium. Featured
guest artist for the evening is clarinetist
Virginia Wright, who will perform with the
symphonic band Weber’s “ Concertino for
Clarinet.’’ Tickets for the event are $3 for
students and may be purchased at the ASI
ticket office, the theatre ticket office and Boo
Boo Records.

ificAtcy
The set — a great ocean liner like the
Queen Mary. The tone — a merry romp to the
tune of classic Cole Porter songs. The play —
Anything Goes, presented by the Cal Poly
theatre and dance department, opens this
weekend at the Cal Poly Theatre. The pro
duction will run through Nov. 21. for ticket
reservations call 756-1421. Also, please see
review in this edition.
“ Life is a banquet and some poor fools are
starving to death,’’ is the motto of Marne, the
lighthearted musical opening this week for
the Pismo Light Opera Theatre. The play will
run through Nov. 28 at the Marion Houston
Theatre, 1000 Bello Ave., Pismo Beach. For
tickets call 481-2022.
Cuesta College Music theatre’s production
of Grease, complete with Sandra Dee-type
smiles and Fonz like “ Ayes” , continues this
weekend in the Interact Theatre. Showtime is
8 p.m. and tickets are $5 for students. For
further information call 544-2943, ext. 268.
Theatre Fantastique is the latest presenta
tion in the Cuesta College Lively Arts Series.
This Paris-based mime, art and drama group
will perform tonight at 8 in the Cuesta col
lege auditorium. Tickets are $10.50 for
general admission. For more information call
544-2943, ext. 232.
Charley’s Aunt, the popular farce that
revolves around the pranks pulled by a group
of Oxford college students who need a
chaperone, continues until Nov. 15 as part of
the PCPA Theatrefest winter season. The
play will be held in the Interim Theatre at
Allan Hancock College in Santa Maria. For
ticket information call 8(X)-221-9469 or 9228313.
Come Back To The Five & Dime, Jimmy
Dean, nostalgic look at a Jimmy E)ean fan
club in Texas 20 years after his death, con
tinues at the San Luis Obispo Little Theatre.
This production will run through Nov. 21 at
the Hilltop Theatre (San Luis Obispo Jr.
High). For more information call 543-3737.
The Great American Melodrama employees
are the latest victims of Alias Jack The Rip
per, playing Wednesday through Sunday
evenings until Nov. 15. Also featured on the
bill is The Scary Monster Vaudeville. For
showtimes and reservations of the company’s
special l(X)th production call 489-2499.

Baby Boom — Diane Keaton’s latest movie
is a sophisticated look at the joys of
motherhood that turns out to be an unex
pected comedy. Fremont Theatre.
Death Wish IV — Yes (gasp of surprise)
Charles Bronson is back as a vigilante who
wants some meat. Festival Cinemas and
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Fait Times At Rldgemont High — Sean
Penn in his pre-Madonna, surfing dude
phase. Midnight movie at Fremont Theatre.
Fatal Attraction — Michael Douglas and
Glenn Close use the ’ole Boy Scout technique
of starting a fire. It’s a crush gone bad, and
all the lurid consequences continue to thrill
audiences. Festival Cinemas and Mission
Cinema.
Fall Metal Jacket — War is hell and
Stanley Kubrick proves it. Rainbow Theatre.

Harry and the Hendersons — Bigfoot visits
John Lithgow, and doesn’t like the food. Bay
Theatre.
Hello Again — Shelly Long stars as a
housewife who chokes to death and magically
returns to life. Festival Cinemas.
Hiding Out — The question is, what’s
worse? Going back to high school or being
wanted by the mafia. Jon Cryer provides an
answer. Festival Cinemas.
The Hidden —
An extraterrestrial cop
chases a killer across the universe, evoking
Terminator-type thrills. Festival Cinemas.
In The Mood — Patrick E>empsey, jazz, the
1940s. Need we say any more? Fair Oaks
Theatre.
La Bamba — Luckily the music of Ritchie
Valens (whom the movie’s about) was never
as overplayed as the title song of this movie
by Los Lobos has been. Bay Theatre.
Lem Than Zero — Teen-agers living wasted
lives, pretty people doing ugly things are all
part of this movie based on the popular novel
by Bret Easton Ellis. Festival Cinemas.
Like Father Like Son — Dudley Moore’s
latest where father and son switch bodies.
Mission Cinemas.
Made In Heaven — Love on earth, love up
above, and love on earth again. How do you
figure these kids nows ’o days. The latest
from Timothy Hutton and Kelley McGillis of
“ Top Gun” fame. Festival Cinemas and
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Princess Bride — Rob Reiner directs a cast
of thousands in a fractured fairy tale.
Highlighted cameos, Billy Crystal and Andre
The Giant. Festival Cinemas.
Running Man — Richard Dawson hosts the
ultimate game show of the future with con
testant Arnold Schwarzenegger who can win
a gift certificate at Tiffany’s or a new home ...
six feet under.
Rnskics — A shipwrecked Russian sailor
hangs out with some American kids. Festival
Cinemas.
Stop Making Sense — If you don’t know
what this movie’s about, then go buy a pit
bull and feed it a fajita. Central Coast
Theatre.
Snspect — Dennis Quaid, what a babe.
Cher also stars in this thriller with a real
jagged edge. Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Swann In Love — This film by Volker
Schlondorff, based on Prousts’ mental
modem novel, tells the tale of a wealthy
gentleman who risks all for an amatory
obsession. Part of the Arts’ Fall German
Cinema Series, this film will play Monday
evening at 7 at San Luis Lounge. Advance
tickets are still available.

cte.
A representative from the California Arts
Council will hold a workshop Thursday, Nov.
19 explaining rhe Artlsts-in-Residence pro
grams. The County Arts Council will sched
ule half-hour appointments for those inter
ested. Call 544-9251 for an appointment.
Cal Poly student piano recitals will be held
Nov. 19 at 11 a.m. in H.P. Davidson Music
Building, Room 218. These annual recitals
offer students a chance to display their tal
ents on musical pieces that have been prac
ticed throughout the quarter. Admission is
free.

Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar
must be received by 5 p.m. Wednesday for
consideration fo r Friday publication. Send in
formation to Spotlight Editor, Mustang Dai
ly, Cat Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA. 93407.
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THAT ARE REALLY YOU!
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COME BE A PART!
gain work experience
earn extra money
meet new peopie and make new friends
INFOmVIATION ON

work flexible shifts that fit into your schedule
most operations close during quarter breaks and holidays
free meal provided with every 4-hour work shift

itinainiiti;

CURRENT JOB OPENINGS IB AVAILABLE AT MEAL PLAN OFFICE OR PHONE 7SS-BS3S

CLASSIP^IED

ASME
PARTY
MEMBERS ONLY

SATURDAY NOV 14 FOR MORE INFO
SEE FLIERS OR GO TO ASME ROOM.

COMPOSITES CLUB

D O N T MISS THIS MEETING!! FREE
PIZZA.STUDENT SPEAKERS. PROJECTS
TUES NOV 16th SCIENCE E-47 6:30pm

HKN ACTIVES

meet thurs 11am 20-140 free lunch________
SOC OF FLIGHT TEST ENGINEERSF will
host GUEST SPEAKERS from
Edwards on the X-29. Mon 11/16
rm 215 ScIN All Airheads Welcome!______
TEACHERS’ SOCIETY
Bring a friend to our
Thankgiving meeting
Speakers Dr and Mrs Krieger
Tues 11-17 6:00pm Dexter 227

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
'A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
LOSE 10-29lbs in 30 days guaranted
Call Chris 543-8172____________________

MIKE

SIGMA CHI
DERBY
DAYS
EVENTS
SCHEDULE

SANSINENA
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
BIG 23

TODAY; DAY AT THE RACES 11AM
TGIF 1512 MILL ST 3PM
SATURDAY: GAMES DAY, EL CHORRO
PARK 12:00 NOON

EIBJHGCRSMM_______________________
SIGMA CHI AND
ALPHA OMICRON PI

Party AnimalsIFor erotic entertainment.Kattalena strips772-5809

PETE AND FRED

WE HAVE A FIRM DATE OF
FRI NOV 27TH REG PLACE
AT lam PACKED AND
READY TO GO FOR THE
WEEKEND

A WINNING COMBINATION
DERBY DAYS 1987

~

TO ALL OF THE SORORITIES"

50 YEARS AGO TODAY!
TWO ATTEMPTS WERE MADE ON THE
LIFE OF RUSSIAN DICTATOR
JOSEPH STALIN. DON’T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO SEE

ANYTHING GOES
ONLY 4 MORE PERFORMANCES
CALL 756-1421 FOR TICKETS

ADOPT A
GRANDPARENT!
Senior services meeting Tuesday
November 17th at 7:00pm in the
FOB-room 24-B

BE THERE
CRAFT SELLERS W4NTED!
SELL YOUR CRAFTS AT THE ANNUAL
XMAS CRAFT SALE DEC 3, THURS.
APPLY AT YOUR UU CRAFT CENTER NOW!

FREE STOPWATCH

MONDAY AT THE CAMPUS STORE
When you apply for an AT&T
Calling Card. No monthly fee.

LOVE AOII!!!

GIFT BOOKS & CALENDERS - NOW
ON SALE AT EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
CHRISTMAS IS COMING • SO HURRY

PARTY!!

THE MICHAEL AHERN BAND LIVE
TONIGHT 9PM THE DARKROOM_________

SPRECHEN SIE
DEUTSCH?

Come join the NEW GERMAN CLUB
if you want to practice speaking
German, go to parties and German
fests, eat German food, meet wild
German-Americans, or work or study
overseas.
First meeting Nov 18 7pm. Please
call 756-3860

THE DEADLNE FOR MUSTANG DALY CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN ADNANCE________________________________

w.o.w.

OH WOW! WHAT AN ADVENTURE!!
Facilitator Workshop
Saturday, Nov 14
11:00am UU220
ALL COUNSELORS WELCOME
BE THERE OR BE TALKED ABOUT!!

WENDI GREENE
'

you are awesome and
your III’ sis loves you!
...snausages!

ALPHA OMICRON PI
SEMI-FORMAL DATES

YOUR COACHES ARE READY

GET READY FOR A NIGHT OF
FUN AND ROMANCE

SO GET PSYCHED
CAUSE IT’S DERBY DAYS

AON AOII AOII
ANNIKA SANDBERG
HOW SWEET CAN REVENGE BE?
REMEMBER I D ID N T MAKE THE SUNDAE!
LUV- YOUR LIL’ SIS MARNE

ZTA TAU’S
WADOOT WISHES YOU A GOOD WEEK
AND HAVE FUN WITH DERBY DAZE
YOU R AWESOME
LOVE, THE MEMBERS

SIGMA K’S

AOPi

WE ARE FEELING DERBY DAZED AND
HAZED AFTER COACH INITIATION!
LETS KICK SOME *** THIS WEEK
LOVE MIKE, STEVE & CHRIS

6TH ANNUAL TURKEY TR O T FUN RUN
Thursday Nov 19 4:15pm Fee:$1.CX)
or a can of food donated to charity
Sign up in Rec Sports- UU118__________

CONGRATULATIONS

SCRAMBLE GOLF R AM CHECKII!
Rec Sports Scramble Golf is resch
eduled for Thurs. Nov 12 at 2:30
at Sea Pines. Still spots open.
Sign up TODAY in UU 118______________

ALPHA
SIGMA
30TH

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST IBM
PC, NEAR CAMPUS 543-0550____________
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST-1.50 PG. SR.
PROJECTS 541-0168 CHRIS_____________
Fast, accurate typing. $5 min. $1.50/page.
Victoria 541-8493
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,
CALL BONNIE. 543-0520, EVES._________

THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE PRESENTS
FAST TIMES AT RIDGEMENT HIGH
FRI 13 & SAT 14 AT THE FREMONT

I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7605 Thanks_________________
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer with 100+ type fonts,
student rates,
9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

CORRECTION:

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE, NOT
12:00 NOON.___________________________
DEPARTING STUDENTS-CASH REWARD
for your past rental. Looking for
Aprox 1-bed house. Must have yard,
garage.Tell a friend.Thanks 543-7665

SKI UTAH

Lots of Powder, Lots of Parties
Dec. 26-31
Call Bob For Details 541-2517

ANNIVERSARY

11/13/57 TO 11/13/87____________________

CONGRATULATIONS
Sigma Chi extends a Sincere
congratulations to Phi Delta
Theta The Miami Triad has
arrived!
DERBY DAYS IS HERE
ZETA TAU ALPHA HAS NO FEAR
ZETAS ARE NO. 1
DT & AUC Thanks for the great Halloween
exchange. Love Sigma Kappa
From all the Sigma K’s to each
and every date, our formal was a
rager cuz you sure made it great!
GOOD LUCK ALL GREEKS IN DERBY
DAYS. FUN FUN FUN!!!
LOVE, ZTA
PHI DELTA THETA
Congratulations on your Charter
You Guys are Great!
Love, Alpha Chi

IF YOURS CALL 541-5488____________
F O U N D - W OMEN’S WHITE SWEATER
CALL 549-8183

I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS-WILL
PAY TOPS. CALL DARYL 541 -3074
M EN’S BASKETBALL
Looking for managers Hardworking with
Baskemall knowledge. Contact Doug ^ b e r
Main Gym Rm 104

HAIRCUTS $7.00 THE HAIR DEN
BARBER SHOP 779 FOOTHILL
543-1290

IMPORTANT INFO:

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TW O DAYS IN
ADVANCE._____________________________

U2IPRETENDERS

2 TlX NOV17 W/RIDE&LODGING 7PM LA
CALL 756-4161 BEST OFFER GOES

ELEC, typewriter w/corr. Hardly
usedi $75 Devin 546-9578

YAMAHA-CHAMP/MOPED/MOTORCYCLE
runs great!$350 or offer 543-5065

SCHWINN CRUISER
GREAT CONDITION!
ALL ALLOY PARTS,HAND BRAKE
ONLY 125.00 CALL 549-9503

1976 FIAT SPORT SPYDER CONVT.
VERY GOOD COND.,New Top,All work
records. $2500. JAMES 543-1188
74 VW BUG NEW PAINT.RUNS GREAT
SUNROOF, $1700 BILL 544-0461
DATSUN ’74 PICKUP
~
$850 OBO CALL 549-9490

~

1 or 2 ml roommates in New Condo
4 min walk to Poly call 543-2439 __

HUGE rm shared $ negot;avail 11/15 5444735
MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN
CONDO MANY EXTRAS $225/MO
543-7554________________________

CAL POLY EMPLOYEE DESIRES RIDE
FROM COLLEGE TO MORRO BAY ON
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY BETWEEN 4 &
5PM PH 772-4787 OR CAL POLY EX.
5403 ASK FOR JEFF

OFRCIALS WANTED
Intramural Basketball Officials needed for
Wtr.Qtr. Training Clinic Wed Nov 18 at 6pm
in Main Gym
REC SPORTS NEEDS A FACELIFTI
Enter our logo Contest... See Pat
in Rec Sports (UU118)for more info

ON YOUR

FOUND A KITTEN IN THE CEDAR
CREEK AREA.

APPLE HE COMPUTER SYSTEM $2000
includes :2disk drives.monitor,
surge protector,joystick,lokey,
letter quality printer with
tractor feed, dot matrix printer,
approx. $2Ci00 worth of software
and supplies call Melody at
ext. 1313 or 544-4065

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
SANDY 544-3376 EVES TILL 10:00.

GOOD LUCK WITH
DERBY DAYS
LET’S HAVE FUN!!

W OW 6,52,99

TONIGHT’S THE NIGHT
7:00 TONIGHT. BE AT SPANKY’S
SEE YOU THERE!

22 yrs exper Sr Pro], term papers.
Books, Call Joanell 544-2547_____________

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS WANTED FOR
ADULT RECREATION LEAGUES. EARN
$12 TO $14 PER GAME. CONTACT MIKE
lUNKER AT THE CITY RECREATION
DEPT. 549-7301. EXPERIENCED PREFERED________________________________
HOMEWORKERS WANTED!
TOP PAY! C.l.
121 24th ave., N.W. Suite 222
Norman, Oaklahoma 73069

PROGRAMMER
WANTED

MALE NEEDED to share room in apt.
$155/mo 541-5497
ROOM FOR RENT. SHARED $230 PER
MONTH. ALL UTIL PD XCPT CABLE.
CALL AARON BOB OR JOE 544-3341
WANTED: 1.2 OR 3 ROOMMATES TO
SHARE ROOMS CLOSE TO POLY.
FURNISHED W/VIEW.CABLE TV.VV^TER
& TRASH PD. $174/MO 543-0632

2 Person-1 Bdrm Apt., Avail. Dec.
Fum., Close to Campus, H 2 0 Pd.,
BBQ, Pool 549-0152_________________
Large 2 bedroom furnished appt. 1
block from campus, reserved park ing
$600 544-4270______________________
MUST SELL! 5 1/2 mnth Is. studio
apt. Mustang Vill.$240 mo/shrd;
$410mo/single.Parking paid 1st
month Free! 549-8864(MICHELLE)
OWN RM 2 Rmts Needed Large House
on Foothill. 2 fireplaces, BBQ, Rec
Rm $250/mo 541-6314 Utl Pd AVI 2/12
Would you like to reduce your
housing costs by thousands? Let
me show you how this can be done
by owning this renovated mobil
home. Downtown, private garden,
laundry.miniutes to school, student
neighbors. Michael 543-6021

Mustang Daily is looking for a good program
mer. Knowledge of the follow
ing will be helpful:
DOS.Pascal.and Dbaselll.
To apply please drop a resume at the Mus
tang Daily .Graphic Arts Bldg Rm 226. Deadline Friday, November 13.________________

SALES POSITION

SURF SAIL & SPORTSWEAR SHOP.
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE.
SEMI FULL TIME MALE & FEMALE
WANTED. 136 OCEAN FRNT CAYUCOS
995-1993

SAVE THOUSANDS IN YOUR SCHOOL
COSTS BY OWNING THIS HIGH TECH
MOBIL HOME MICHAEL 543-6021

NATIVITY OF OUR LADY CATHOLIC
CHURCH, 221 DALY AVE., SAN LUIS.
OBISPO. (OFF OF PATRICIA DR.)
DAILY MASS M-F 9:00 AM
SATURDAYS AT 5:30 PM & SUNDAYS
8:00 & 11:00 AM PH 544-2357
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TIPSY TAXI

H ER M A N AUTO
C iF I

ilV I# " % IN I

iir*% V i r

I

V i^

When you're out on the town...
Look for this Logo,
It could save your Life.
A message brought to you by the Tipsy Taxi Program
& its Sponsors.

YOU TAKE GREAT PRIDE
_, _ IN YOUR C A R

^

fiMiwinc

TOUCH
Fine Automotive Detailing

Any Make, Year or Model

C A LL R O M M E L S TOD AY
^

free

........................................................

Specializing In:

DON'T FORGET
ound on U/heeU

\

II

e s t im a t e s

is the Central Coast's only Automotive Electronics
Specialist offering you the finest In Car Stereo
Systems, Security Alarms, CB Radios and Radar
Detectors and A L W A Y S Professional Installation
guaranteed for life.

^>•
• Hand W ashing
• Oxidation Removal
FREE PICK-UP
• Buffing Polishing & W axing
A N D I^ ^ E R Y
• Interior Cleaning & Sham pooing AVILA BEACH
GROVER CITY
• Vinyl & Leather Conditioning
OCEANO
ARROYO GRANGE
• Steam Cleaning
PISMO BEACH
G ift Certificates Available & D elivered

SAN LUIS OBISPO

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:

3085 South Higuera (in the back)
^ 5 4 1 - 4 9 6 9 k

Protect Your
Investmen t

C R A IG

CAN'T CRANK IT?
THEN YANK IT...
and let

#S0UHDS
design a car audio
system
to fit your needs and
personai taste.
•

Professional Service
• Student Discounts
at your authorized
ZAPCO

&

m

audio dealer

544-7781
950 ORCUTT RD.

AM-FM Cass
Auto Reverse,
Seperate Bass & Treble
w/ Fader
NOW ONLY $99.95

JVC Digital
AM-FM Cass
Auto Reverse
Sep. Bass & Treble
Fader, Scan &
Clock
NOW ONLY $169.95

JVC Digital Auto
Reverse Clock,
Scan, Dolby,
Music Search
NOW ONLY $199.95

C L A R IO N
5" Coaxial
30 Watt Speakers
NOW ONLY $49.95

Coaxial
30 Watt
Speakers

JEN SEN
6x9 Coaxial
150 Watt
Digital Ready

NOW ONLY $24.95

NOW ONLY $79.95

AUX

4"

\\
■

C R IM E S T O P P E R
A L P H A S O N IK
A L P H A S O N IK
Passive Security
50 Watt Amp
100 Watt
System
Bridgeable
NOW ONLY $119.95
NOW ONLY 189.95 NOW ONLY $139.95
C R IM E S T O P P E R
NOW ONLY
Remote Controlled
$ 1 7 9 .9 5 + installation
Alarm System
L-

225 TANK FARM RD., SLO

541-2195

ALPHASONIK * BLAUPUNKT * CLARION * JENSEN * JVC * PIONEER * CRIMESTOPPER * COBRA * K-40

Chevron

"CAL POLY STUDENTS SPECIAL"

ELLEN S O N ’S
CHEVRON

W O RLD

• AIR CONDITIONING • ELECTRONIC TUNING
• BRAKES • ELECTRICAL • SHOCKS
• BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES • TIRES

«ONitnac
(T«rtOM

Check our low
everyday prices
on oil...

B A T T E R IE S

Size C,D & 9 VOLT
50% off from our everyday
low prices

CASTROL
KENDALL &
VALVOLINE

Hours: M-F 7:30-7
Sat 8:00-5
Sun Closed (Gone Racing)

THE PARTS HOUSE
565 Higuera St.
SLO
543-4344

AUTO Dia g n o s t ic
S H V lC f

•/ MAUAUW MWMO

VAC

4 PARTS SPECIALISTS WITH OVER 67 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
THE LARGEST STOCK OF PERFORMANCE PARTS IN THE COUNTRY

CALL JOHN SILVA •MECHANIC
LAM^

RAY 0

Foreign car parts
one of the largest
stock in the country
SAVE 20% from our
everyday low price

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
A U TO REPAIR

/oBNAKI
t«c<3

PARTS

CALL

543-3366
□ Quality, backed by
□ Approved Insurance
a solid GUARANTEE
Claim Shop

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

II
II

• State-of-the-art Frame
Straightening
• Urathane Paints
• Lead Work

^ e ffe ris
C^uio

□ Precision Color Match □ Rental Cars Available
Customer Towing

750 Humbert Street • San Luis Obispo

I

I

•L

5 4 3 -4 9 4 8

4130 - C Horizon, SLO

543-4757

I

sss

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
. GENERATORS
. ALTERNATORS

unibody-Frame Specialists

Elkin’s Automotive

AUTO ELECTRIC
SPECIALISTS

is n o t a d u e r t i s i n g f o r y o u r
bu sin ess .

IN

STARTERS
REGULATORS

CAL POLY
Elkin’s Automotive

is your Foreign and Domestic
Rutom otiue Center

BATTERIES

541-8638

177 Brook S tre e t, SLO

ÿa/n

,

(fan

„

S

%
AUTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
mmtmmm

O I U I Scotch Tint
^ 3 lV I VVIndow Film
Quality Products And
Trained Professional
Installers

731 Buckley Rd. • SLO
Buttonwood Industrial Park

.

support

'IN T ER ST A T E'

I9 6 0 SA N TA B A R B A R A
S A N L U IS O B IS P O

.

r e a d e r s h i p to k n o u i uie

ASK ABOUT STUDENT DISCOUNTS

544-8285

.

u j e J u s t u j a n t t h e MUSTRNG D flIL V

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
INSTALLATIONS & WIRING

VISA

2 Blocks South
of Valley Mazda,
Off Broad Street

I
I

I

A -

20% OFF
WINDOW TINTING

731 Buckley Rd. • SLO

543-7878

FREE ESTIM ATES

Insurance Work Glady Accepted
Protect Your Car With
Rust Proofing & Undercoating

CA^ 7 8 7 » .
i

O t O

Gift Certificates
Available

(fan

I
^

10% OFF
BODY & PAINT WORK

731 Buckley Rd. SLO

*

543-7878

N4ustang Daily

Special Supplement

A U T O M O T IV E D IR E C T O R Y
C al Polv. SLO ■ 756-1143

NEWPARK CHEVRON

GRISWOLD’S RADIATORS
40% off List Price of New Radiator with this ad
and your ASB Card______________________
• A/C Condensers
• Radiator, Heater
and Service
& Gas tank Repairs

Complete Automotive
Service Center

543-8251

3460

BROAD STREET,

\

SLO

Canyourwax!
Mingmokesyourcorlookbrandnew!
If your car is a few years old, g e t it to look brand new ag ain from bum per to bum per with a
com plete A ppearance Reconditioning P ackage from Ming which includes •
M ing M inor Rnish — The brilliant shine that never needs twsdng/This unique process
conditions the paint, without using a wax or sealant, an d protects it from the elem ents th at cause
oxidation. The shine is guaranteed for three years depending on the condition of the paint.
Inlsrtor d a o n in g — On upholstery, carpets, dashboards, seat belts, foot pedals, an d nxxe.
Engino D etailing — C leaning & sealing of engine com partm ent

• Tune-Up • Brake Service
• Air Conditioning • Wheel Alignment
• Tire Sales and Service »Battery Sales
and Service

Charge It!

Tiunk D etailing — Thorough cleanirrg of carpets, mats
Rubber, Vinyl ft Ctwom e
D etailing — lb put the finishing
touches on your car.
W hether you w ant to increase
the resale value of your car or
m ake if look brand new for you,
Ming is a SMART investment.

B=__

NEWPARK CHEVRON
245 SANTA ROSA
(ACROSS

FROM

TACO

C a ll o r c o m e b y tor a
FREE dem onsiration

& Price Quotes.
M in g Auto B eauty C en ter

Since 1935

BELL)

543-175 0

285 South St. Suite L
San Luis Obispo

5 4 4 -1 8 1 8

CAL POLY
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
A DAY

AHENTION CAL POLY COMMUNITY

EUROPE'S
BEST
BUYS

A
<^

Cabriolet

I
I

SPECIAL FINANCE PLANS
•C o lle g e G radu ates
•C o lle g e Students
•C o lle g e Professors

541-3977 OR 541-2722

Budget
carand
truckrental

Car&Truck
Rental
L'se your Sears credit card
at Sears Car and IVuck Rental
authorized distribution centers
located in most Budget offices.
For Sears reservations and
information, call
-3 9 7 8

W HO ELSE?
110 Higuera St.
SLO Airport

541 -3977
541 -2722

PRESENT THIS AD AT START OF RENTAL. Offer valid on economy class car. Rate includes
150 miles per rental day with a per mile charge of 20i for any excess mileage. Rate requires a
minimum 3 day rental. Special Holiday rales also available on contact thru luxury cars. Refueling
services, taxes and optional items additional. Cars subject to availibility. Normal rental requirements
apply. 2 day advance reservation required. Rate not available in conjunction with other promotion or
discount.
OFFER EXPIRES 1-4-88

The a rt o f engineering.

'Sales
'Leasing
'SERVICE
•Accessories
FREE OiL CHANGE
WITH THIS AD

PO RSCHE

MONTEREY
MOTORS
Your Authorizeid V o lk s w a g e n - P o r s c h e - Audi Dealer
1144 M o n t e r e y St.
San Luis O b i s p o

EUROPE S BEST
_______

543-2800

